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Mind Set Art Center is pleased to present you two special projects - Pencil Walker:
Edition works on display by Shi Jin-Hua and Speaking About the Unknown: Residency
Project by Ana Maria Micu. The exhibition will open on Wednesday, 16 January 2019
from 18:30-21:30 along with the Gallery Night of Taipei Dangdai. You are cordially
invited to attend the event.
Almost serving as Shi Jin-Hua’s second name, The Pencil Walker, his behavioral art
work, is a significant masterpiece created between 1996 and 2015. Shi walked back and
forth in front of a 9.76-meter-long and 2.44-meter-tall wooden wall and left trace of 20
years of time with his pencil on it. Each of his creating session took 2 hours and 15
minutes. The process has challenged artist’s physical and mental balance and it has
merged with his personal ascetic practice, turning indiscernible karma of life into
physical pencil traces to complete the personal ritual of confession and repentance.
Compared with Shi’s combination of personal ascetic practice and art creation, the art
works of Romanian artist Ana Maria Micu are inspired by mundane surroundings.
Through keen observation toward space, plants and herself, she depicts intimate
conversations among the details of life via drawings and paintings. Speaking About the
Unknown is a residency project by Micu. An allegoric double self-portrait, staged in a
silent dialogue, on a background of composting vegetable materials, is displayed
adjacent to a botanical illustration, documenting vegetable debris collected on site, from
species of plants unknown to the artist. Since these plants will undoubtedly look
familiar to visitors, thus offering them the opportunity to come forward and provide
more information on them, the artist’s intent is to encourage an elementary conversation
base and from that, hopefully, to ease the way towards the topics of fading, disappearing,
change and renewal.

About SHI Jin-Hua
Born on the island of Penghu in 1964, Shi Jin-Hua is a conceptual and performance
artist currently lives and works in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Being a type I diabetic,
monitoring and recording physical conditions and insulin injections have been parts of
his life since he was 17. Confronting the stern matter of life and death all the time, Shi
treats his own body as an instrument for artistic execution. His practice relates closely
to measuring and recording, reflecting the extraordinary spirit. He has participated in
Taipei Biennial and Asian Art Biennial. Public collections owning his works include
White Rabbit Collection, Australia, Art Bank, Taiwan, Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts,
and National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts. A major solo exhibition of the artist, Lines
- Contemporary Religious Art by Shi Jin-Hua, was held at Kaohsiung Museum of Fine
Arts in October, 2017.
About Ana Maria MICU

Ana Maria Micu (b.1979) is a visual artist living in Botoșani, Romania, who works with
painting and drawing. A Master of Fine Arts graduate of the University of Art and Design
of Cluj-Napoca in Romania, she has exhibited internationally for almost a decade. In 2012
she had the solo show “Tender Heart, Keep Still!” at C-Space Gallery in Beijing. Another
significant project of hers was “Self-portrait with Indoor Plant” at Mind Set Art Center in
Taipei, followed by her second personal exhibition with the gallery, “A Picture on the Wall”.

About Mind Set Art Center
Founded in Taipei in 2010, MSAC is a contemporary art platform exhibiting Asian and
international artists while dedicated to innovative programming and collaborative
projects of cultural exchange.
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